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CANNOCK CHASE COUNCIL 

HOUSING POLICY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 

14 FEBRUARY 2012 

REPORT OF THE HEAD OF HOUSING 

ALLOCATION OF ACCOMMODATION:  DRAFT GUIDANCE FOR LOCAL HOUSING AUTHORITIES 
IN ENGLAND 

1. Purpose of Report 

1.1 To consider the draft statutory guidance for the allocation of accommodation in England which 
has been issued by the Department for Communities and Local Government for consultation. 

2. Recommendations 

2.1 That the Housing Policy Development Committee note the legislative changes and the resultant 
increased flexibilities for the allocation of social housing as set out in the Localism Act 2011 
and the draft statutory guidance for the allocation of accommodation in England. 

2.2 That the Head of Housing following consultation with the Chairman of the Housing Policy 
Development Committee and the Housing Portfolio Leader formulate a response to the 
questions contained within the draft guidance for submission to the Department for 
Communities and Local Government by 30 March 2012. 

2.3 That the Housing Policy Development Committee note the issues to be considered as part of 
the Council’s review of allocations policy (as set out in paragraph 5.8) and identify any further 
matters to be considered. 

3. Summary (inc. brief overview of relevant background history) 

3.1 The Government through the Localism Act 2011 have introduced legislative changes to 
increase the flexibility of local authorities to allocate social housing and dwellings provided for 
Affordable Rent. 

3.2 These changes have been introduced by amending the provisions of Part 6 of the 1996 
Housing Act which provides the statutory framework for the allocation of accommodation.  This 
statutory framework covers both the direct selection of a household for a Council property and 
the nomination of households for housing association properties. 

3.3 The principal changes aim to:- 

 (a) Enable local authorities to “manage” their housing registers by providing them with the 
power to determine which applicants do or do not qualify for the allocation of 
accommodation.  However, the Government will continue to determine the regulations 
regarding which households from abroad are eligible for accommodation in accordance 
with their immigration and asylum policy and the requirements of EU law. 
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 (b) Make it easier for existing tenants to move to another property by removing transfers 
from the statutory allocations framework.  Transferring tenants who meet the 
“reasonable preference” criteria must, however, continue to receive priority. 

 (c) Ensure that certain households are given “reasonable preference” within any local 
authority allocations scheme provided that they:- 

• are homeless or owed certain duties under the homelessness legislation; 

• live in overcrowded, unsatisfactory or insanitary conditions; 

• need to move on medical or welfare grounds (including grounds relating to a 
disability); 

• need to move to a particular locality in the local authority’s district to avoid 
hardship to themselves or others. 

3.4 The Government are also proposing to introduce new regulations to increase the priority given 
to Armed Forces households within local authority allocation schemes and in particular ensure 
that forces applicants are not disqualified as a result of residency criteria. 

3.5 In formulating their allocations scheme a local authority must also take into account statutory 
guidance issued by the Government when exercising the provisions of Part 6 of the 1996 
Housing Act.  The Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) are now 
consulting on new statutory guidance which was issued on 5 January 2012. 

3.6 The draft guidance entitled “Allocation of Accommodation:  Guidance for Local Authorities in 
England” can be viewed on the DCLG website www.communities.gov.uk.  A hard copy is also 
available in the Members’ Room, whilst individual copies can be obtained from the Democratic 
Services Section. 

3.7 In a foreword to the draft guidance, the Housing Minister states:- 

  “The Localism Act makes fundamental changes to the social housing system which will 
make the system fairer, striking a proper balance between the needs of new and 
existing tenants …  It is important that Councils and social landlords seize the 
opportunity which these changes offer … so that more people benefit from a social 
home when they need it and for as long as they need it.  This draft guidance points 
Councils to the new and existing flexibilities within the allocation legislation which allow 
them to tailor local services to real local needs”. 

3.8 This report considers the draft guidance in order that the Housing Policy Development 
Committee can determine a response to the Government’s proposals.  It also outlines the 
framework for a review of the Council’s current allocations scheme, which is required as a 
result of the amended legislation and following consultation, the forthcoming revised statutory 
guidance. 

4. The Draft Guidance 

4.1 The draft guidance seeks to explain the “new flexibilities” for the allocation of accommodation 
which have been introduced through the Localism Act.  Details of the issues which are subject 
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to consultation are presented as part of Annex 1, whilst the principal elements of the draft 
guidance are highlighted below. 

4.2 Local authorities, through the draft statutory guidance are:- 

 (a) Advised that unless transferring tenants meet the “reasonable preference criteria”, their 
transfer request can be considered under locally determined policies. 

 (b) Encouraged to give existing tenants who are under-occupying their accommodation 
appropriate priority for a transfer to smaller accommodation. 

 (c) Advised of the Government’s current policy regarding re-housing households from 
abroad. 

 (d) Advised that with the exception of re-housing ineligible households from abroad and 
disqualifying members of the Armed Forces on residency grounds, that they are “free” 
to determine which categories of household are eligible for the allocation of 
accommodation. 

 (e) Reminded that different qualification criteria can now be applied to new applicants and 
existing tenants. 

 (f) Advised of the requirement to give “reasonable preference” within their allocation 
scheme to the households who meet the defined criteria as set out in paragraph 3.3(c). 

 (g) Being consulted on:- 

  * A proposed “bedroom standard” in relation to “reasonable preference” 
overcrowding. 

  * The requirement to give former members of the Armed Forces with urgent 
housing needs additional preference for social housing. 

 (h) Advised of the factors which can be used to determine the relative priorities between 
applicants including financial resources, behaviour and local connection. 

 (i) Encouraged to give additional preference in the allocation of social housing to 
applicants who have served in the Armed Forces over those who have not. 

 (j) Encouraged to use their allocation policies to support households who work or “want to 
work” or contribute to the local community through voluntary work. 

 (k) Requested to consider the accommodation needs of prospective adopters and foster 
carers. 

 (l) Advised to consult with applicants, existing tenants and the wider community when 
formulating their allocations policy.  (Note:  There is a statutory duty to consult with 
housing associations and other Registered Providers). 

4.3 The DCLG are seeking views regarding 15 specific questions in relation to the draft guidance.  
These are detailed as part of Annex 1, accompanied by summaries of the Government’s 
proposals and the Council’s existing policy.  Whilst it would be premature at this stage to 
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determine if or how the legislative changes will be incorporated into the Council’s allocations 
policy, some preliminary comments are made in relation to each of the 15 questions. 

4.4 It is suggested that following the Housing Policy Development Committee’s consideration of 
this information, a proposed response to the draft guidance is formulated by the Head of 
Housing, following consultation with the Chairman of the Housing Policy Development 
Committee and the Housing Portfolio Leader. 

4.5 Comments on the draft Code need to be received by the DCLG by 30 March 2012. 

5. The Review of the Council’s Current Allocations Policy 

5.1 The Council currently allocates social housing in the Cannock Chase area through a Choice 
Based Lettings Scheme.  This forms part of a sub-regional Choice Based Lettings Scheme for 
Southern Staffordshire and North Warwickshire called UChoose Homes. 

5.2 Whilst the majority of the “UChoose Partnership” allocate properties in accordance with a 
common lettings policy, a minority of partners (including Cannock Chase) utilise the joint 
computer system and advertise vacancies on the UChoose website but allocate properties in 
accordance with their own lettings policy. 

5.3 Cabinet reviewed the scheme on 15 September 2011 and made a number of changes, pending 
a further review, following the Royal Assent of the Localism Act 2011 and the receipt of a 
revised statutory Code of Guidance. 

5.4 Whilst the revised statutory guidance has been issued in “draft” for consultation, it is considered 
unlikely this will be subject to significant change.  As a result, the further required review of the 
Council’s allocations policy recently commenced, with a view to formulating draft consultation 
proposals for consideration by Cabinet this summer.  This timescale is, however, dependent 
upon the final Code of Guidance being received in late spring/early summer. 

5.5 Before adopting any major change in allocation policy, the Council is required to consult with 
housing associations and other Registered Providers on its draft proposals.  The Council is 
also required to consult with its own tenants regarding any change to its transfer policies.  It is 
also considered “good practice” to consult with applicants, other statutory and voluntary 
organisations and the wider community, regarding any changes to the Council’s allocations 
policy. 

5.6 Subject to a consultation draft being agreed by Cabinet, it is proposed that this is subject to a 
12 week period of consultation during late summer/early autumn.  This will include consultation 
with:- 

 (a) Housing Associations and other Registered Providers. 

 (b) Tenants, applicants and the wider community. 

 (c) Other statutory agencies (including Staffordshire County Council) and voluntary 
organisations (including the CAB). 

 (d) The Housing Policy Development Committee. 
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5.7 A proposed revised allocations policy incorporating the results of the consultation exercise will 
then be reported to Cabinet in the late autumn. 

5.8 As previously stated, it would be premature at this stage to determine if or how the legislative 
changes will be incorporated into the Council’s allocations policy.  However, a number of issues 
have been identified within the commentary on the draft statutory guidance as set out as part of 
Annex 1, which will be considered as part of the review, i.e. 

 (a) The priority for existing social housing tenants who wish to move to smaller 
accommodation, particularly one bedroom bungalows. 

 (b) The qualification criteria for households who are eligible to be allocated 
accommodation in the Cannock Chase area. 

 (c) A review of the current overcrowding standard. 

 (d) The relative priority to be given to former members of the Armed Forces, including 
incorporation of the statutory requirements. 

 (e) Any additional priority to be given to working households, households who are seeking 
work or other households who are contributing to the community. 

 (f) The Council’s policy in relation to prospective adopters or foster carers. 

5.9 The Housing Policy Development Committee are requested to consider these issues and 
identify any further matters which should be considered as part of the Council’s Lettings 
Review. 

6. Conclusion(s) and Reason(s) for the Recommendation(s) 

6.1 The Localism Act 2011 has changed the statutory framework for the allocation of 
accommodation by amending the provisions of Part 6 of the 1996 Housing Act.  These changes 
have implications for the direct allocation of properties within the Council’s housing stock and 
the nomination of households for housing association properties. 

6.2 The DCLG have now issued for consultation a revised draft code of guidance on the allocation 
of accommodation in England.  In accordance with the 1996 Housing Act, the Council must 
have regard to the final guidance (which will be statutory) when formulating its allocations 
scheme. 

6.3 The draft guidance seeks to explain the “new flexibilities” for the allocation of accommodation 
which have been introduced through the Localism Act.  Details of the draft guidance together 
with a commentary is set out in Annex 1, whilst a summary of the principal elements is outlined 
in paragraph 4.3. 

6.4 It is suggested that following the Housing Policy Development Committee’s consideration of 
this information, a proposed response to the draft guidance is formulated by the Head of 
Housing, following consultation with the Chairman of the Housing Policy Development 
Committee and the Housing Portfolio Leader. 

6.5 The legislative changes and the forthcoming revised statutory guidance will necessitate a 
review of the Council’s current allocations policy.  As the revised draft guidance is unlikely to 
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change significantly, this review has recently commenced with a view to formulating draft 
consultation proposals for consideration by Cabinet this summer. 

6.6 A draft revised allocations policy will then be subject to a 12 week period of consultation, prior 
to a proposed allocations policy being reported to Cabinet in the late autumn. 

6.7 It would be premature at this stage to determine if or how the legislative changes will be 
incorporated into the Council’s allocations policy.  However, a number of issues have been 
identified within the commentary on the draft guidance in Annex 1 (as set out in paragraph 5.8) 
which will be considered as part of the review. 

6.8 The Housing Policy Development Committee are requested to consider these issues and 
identify any further matters which should be considered as part of the Council’s Lettings 
Review. 

7. Other Options Considered 

7.1 There are no other options in relation to this report. 

8. Report Author Details 

 Ian Tennant (Head of Housing) Ext. 4210 
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SCHEDULE OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
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Contribution to Council Priorities Section 1 

Contribution to Promoting Community Engagement Section 2 

Financial Implications Section 3 

Legal Implications Section 4 

Human Resource Implications Section 5 

Section 17 (Crime Prevention) Section 6 

Human Rights Act Implications Section 7 

Data Protection Act Implications  Section 8 

Risk Management Implications  Section 9 

Equality and Diversity Implications Section 10 

List of Background Papers Section 11 

Report History Section 12 

Annexes to the Report i.e. copies of correspondence, plans etc. Annex 1, 2, 3 etc. 
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Section 1 

Contribution to Council Priorities 

A review of the Council’s allocations policy has been included as an action within the proposed 2012-13 
“Place” Priority Delivery Plan and would contribute to the service aim “Increasing the supply of 
affordable housing”. 

Section 2 

Contribution to Promoting Community Engagement 

The Chase Tenants and Residents Federation have been advised that the revised draft statutory 
guidance for the allocation of accommodation in England has been published. 

Section 3 

Financial Implications 

There are no direct financial implications arising from this report. 

Any financial implications arising from the review of the Council’s allocations policy will be addressed as 
part of a future report. 

Section 4 

Legal Implications 

The statutory guidance for the allocation of accommodation allows significant changes to the Council’s 
current allocations policy.  The Council will have to give very careful consideration to the final Guidance 
and the results of the proposed consultation. 
 

Section 5 

Human Resource Implications 

 There are no identified human resource implications arising from this report. 

Section 6 

Section 17 (Crime Prevention) Implications 

The draft statutory guidance enables local authorities to determine qualification criteria regarding the 
categories of household who can be allocated accommodation.  This may include disqualifying people 
who are guilty of serious unacceptable behaviour. 

Section 7 

Human Rights Act Implications 

There are no identified Human Rights Act implications arising from this report. 
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Any Human Rights Act implications arising from the review of the Council’s allocations policy will be 
addressed as part of a future report. 

Section 8 

Data Protection Act Implications 

There are no identified implications in respect of the Data Protection Act arising from this report. 

Section 9 

Risk Management Implications 

There are no identified risk management implications arising from this report. 

Any risk management implications arising from the review of the Council’s allocations policy will be 
addressed as part of a future report. 

Section 10 

Equality and Diversity Implications 

The review of the Council’s allocations policy will be subject to an equality impact assessment. 

Section 11 

List of Background Papers 

Department for Communities and Local Government – Allocation of Accommodation:  Guidance for 
Local Authorities in England. 

Section 12 

Report History 

Choice Based Lettings Scheme 
Review 

Cabinet 15 September 2011 

   
Annexes 

Annex 1: Allocation of Accommodation:  Guidance for Local Housing Authorities in England 
(Consultation Questions and Commentary) 
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ANNEX 1 

ALLOCATION OF ACCOMMODATION:  GUIDANCE FOR LOCAL HOUSING AUTHORITIES IN 
ENGLAND 

CONSULTATION QUESTIONS AND COMMENTARY 

1. Transfer of Existing Tenants:  Under-occupation 

 (a) Draft Guidance.  Local Authorities are encouraged to give existing social tenants who 
are under-occupying their accommodation “appropriate” priority for a transfer.  
Reference is made to the proposed reduction in Housing Benefit for working age 
tenants who are under-occupying their property, which could necessitate tenants to 
“downsize” to accommodation for which they would receive full Housing Benefit 
entitlement.  Further suggests that minor rent arrears should not prohibit under-
occupying tenants from transferring to smaller accommodation. 

 (b) The Council’s Current Policy.  Council tenants who under-occupy their current 
accommodation by two or more bedrooms are currently placed in Band Two, whilst 
Council tenants who under-occupy their current accommodation by one bedroom are 
currently placed in Band Three. 

 (c) Consultation Questions 

  1. Does your allocation scheme/transfer policy already provide for social tenants 
who are under-occupying to be given priority? 

   Comment.  The Council’s current policy provides some priority as detailed in 
1(b) above. 

  2. Do you intend to revise your allocation scheme in order to make it easier for 
under-occupying social tenants to downsize to more appropriately sized 
accommodation? 

   Comment.  It is considered that the current scheme gives insufficient priority to 
existing social housing tenants who wish to move to smaller accommodation.  
It is therefore proposed to address this issue as part of the Lettings Policy 
Review with a view to increasing the priority which is given to under-occupying 
households to assist them in moving to smaller dwelling which is appropriate 
to their needs. 

  3. If so, what changes will you be considering? 

   Comment.  It is considered premature to consider detailed changes at this 
stage.  These will be considered as part of the Council’s Allocations Policy 
Review. 

2. Qualification Criteria for the Allocation of Accommodation 

 (a) Draft Guidance.  Subject to not re-housing ineligible households from abroad (in 
accordance with the Government’s policy) and not disqualifying members of the  
Armed Forces on residency grounds, local authorities are “free” to determine which 
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categories of household are eligible to be allocated accommodation in their district 
area. 

 (b) The Council’s Policy.  Households are currently eligible to be allocated accommodation 
if they are:- 

  * Aged 16 or over. 

  * Live or have permanent employment in the Cannock Chase area. 

  * Have a close relative in the Cannock Chase area and need to provide or 
receive support. 

  * Aged over 60 and have, at any time in the past, lived in the district for at least 
two years. 

  Particular policies apply to owner-occupiers and members of the Armed Forces. 

 (c) Consultation Questions 

  4. Do you agree that members of the Armed Forces and former Service 
personnel should not be disqualified on residency grounds?  Is 5 years from 
the date of discharge an appropriate time limit for this restriction?  If not, what 
would be a more appropriate period? 

   Comment.  As the Council do not require members of the Armed Forces to 
meet a residency qualification but to have a local connection with the area, it is 
not considered that the proposed requirements will have a significant impact. 

   It will, however, be necessary to amend the Council’s current policy regarding 
the eligibility requirements for members of the Armed Forces as part of the 
Council’s Lettings Policy Review. 

   It is considered that the proposed five year timescale from the date of 
discharge is an appropriate timescale for not disqualifying Armed Forces 
applicants as a result of residency restrictions. 

  5. Does the draft guidance provide sufficient clarity on how to implement the new 
power for housing authorities to set their own allocations qualification criteria?  
If not, in what areas would more guidance be useful? 

   Comment.  The draft guidance is considered to be clear.  The Council is 
generally free to determine which categories of household are eligible to be 
allocated Council or housing association accommodation and can adopt 
different qualification criteria in relation to new applicants and existing tenants.  
The current eligibility criteria (as set out in 2.6 above) will be reviewed as part 
of the Council’s Allocations Policy Review. 
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3. Reasonable Preference – Definition of Overcrowding 

 (a) Draft Guidance.  Local authorities are required to give “reasonable preference” within 
their allocation schemes to households who have certain defined housing needs.  
These needs include living in overcrowded accommodation. 

  It is proposed that overcrowding is measured through a defined “bedroom standard”, 
which allocates a separate bedroom to each:- 

• Married or cohabiting couple. 

• Adult aged 21 years or more. 

• Pair of adolescents aged 10-20 years of the same sex. 

• Pair of children aged under 10 years regardless of sex. 

 (b) The Council’s Policy.  Overcrowding is based on a “bedroom standard” which allocates 
a separate bedroom for each:- 

  * Applicant and spouse/partner. 

  * Child (regardless of age) who lives permanently with the applicant. 

  * Expected child six months before birth. 

  * Person who as a result of medical circumstances needs to sleep in a room 
alone. 

  “Living permanently” is defined as living at least 50% of the time with the applicant. 

 (c) Consultation Questions 

  6. Do you agree that the bedroom standard is an appropriate measure of 
overcrowding for the purpose of according reasonable preference?  If not, 
what measure do you consider would be more appropriate? 

   Comment.  It is considered that the proposed bedroom standard is generally 
an appropriate measure of overcrowding for “reasonable preference”.  
However, the proposed standard does not take into account the specific needs 
of foster carers or adopters (as detailed in page 28 of the consultation paper) 
where a separate bedroom for each foster or adoptive child is required.  It is 
therefore suggested that the proposed standard is amended to reflect this 
requirement. 

  7. Should this guidance provide advice on how to define “severe overcrowding” 
for the purpose of according additional preference?  If so, would an 
appropriate measure be two bedrooms or more short of the bedroom 
standard? 
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   Comment.  It is considered that the guidance should define “severe 
overcrowding” and that two bedrooms short of the bedroom standard is an 
appropriate measure. 

  8. How does your allocation scheme currently define “overcrowding” for 
allocation purposes?  Does it, for example, use the bedroom standard, the 
statutory overcrowding standards in Part 10 of the Housing Act 1985, or 
another definition?  If the last of these, please provide brief details. 

   Comment.  The Council’s current overcrowding standards and definition are 
detailed in 3(b) above.  It is, however, considered that whilst the Council’s 
current overcrowding standard presents the “ideal situation”, constraints on the 
availability of accommodation mean that this cannot be comprehensively 
achieved in practice.  As a result it is considered that the current policy does 
not provide sufficient differentiation between overcrowded households. 

   It is therefore proposed to review the Council’s current overcrowding standard 
as part of the Council’s Allocations Policy Review.  At this stage it is 
considered that there are advantages in adopting the definition which is 
proposed within the draft guidance as this would ensure a consistent approach 
when considering the needs of overcrowded households who meet the 
“reasonable preference criteria”. 

4. Former Members of the Armed Forces 

 (a) Draft Guidance.  Local authorities are able to give additional preference to households 
who fall within the statutory reasonable preference categories who are in urgent 
housing need.  This could include urgent medical needs, severe overcrowding and 
households who are homeless as a result of violence, fire or flood. 

  However, in the case of former Armed Forces applicants additional preference must be 
given to applicants who fall within one or more of the reasonable preference categories 
and who are in urgent housing need. 

  In addition, local authorities are strongly encouraged to give preference within their 
allocation schemes, to applicants who have served in the Armed Forces over those 
who have not. 

 (b) The Council’s Policy.  Armed Forces applicants are given the same priority as 
homeless households when they leave service accommodation if they fall within a 
priority group as defined by the Housing Act 1996.  Other former Armed Forces 
applicants are placed in Band Two. 

 (c) Consultation Questions 

  9. We propose to regulate to require housing authorities to frame their allocation 
scheme to provide for former Service personnel with urgent housing needs to 
be given additional preference for social housing.  Do you agree with this 
proposal? 

   Comment.  It is considered that this proposal should be supported. 
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  10. Does your allocation scheme already make use of the flexibilities within the 
allocation legislation to provide for those who have served in the Armed 
Forces to be given greater priority for social housing?  If so, how does your 
scheme provide for this? 

   Comment.  The Council’s current allocations scheme does not generally 
provide any additional priority for former Armed Forces applicants above other 
applicants who are in housing need. 

  11. If not, do you intend to take advantage of the flexibilities in the allocation 
legislation to provide for former members of the Armed Forces to be given 
greater priority for social housing?  If so, what changes might you be 
considering? 

   Comment.  The provision of additional priority to Armed Forces applicants will 
be considered as part of the Council’s Allocations Policy Review.  It is 
considered premature at this stage to detail the changes which will be 
considered, although this could include restricting any additional priority to 
former members of the Armed Forces who have been on active service 
overseas during the last 10 years. 

5. Households in Work or Seeking Work 

 (a) Draft Guidance.  Local authorities are encouraged to use their allocation policies to 
support “those households who want to work as well as those who do” or are 
contributing to the community through voluntary work.  It is further suggested that 
preference should be given to households who are in low paid work, employment 
related training or who can demonstrate that they are actively seeking work. 

 (b) The Council’s Current Policy.  Applicants who live outside the district but have 
permanent employment within the Cannock Chase area are eligible to be allocated 
accommodation. 

  Such applicants are placed in Band Two providing that the travelling time from home to 
work exceeds two hours. 

  However, where applicants need to move to the district (or a particular area within the 
district) to take up employment, they may be placed in Band One under the Hardship 
criteria), if financial hardship would otherwise occur. 

(c) Consultation Questions 

12. Does your allocation scheme already provide for some priority to be given to 
people who are in work, seeking work, or otherwise contributing to the 
community?  If so, how does your scheme provide for this? 

 Comment.  The Council’s policy provides some priority as detailed in 5(b) 
above.  No additional priority is, however, given to households who otherwise 
contribute to the community. 

13. If not, do you intend to revise your allocation scheme in light of the guidance?  
If so, what changes might you be considering? 
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 Comment.  The Council’s current policy will be reviewed as part of the 
Council’s Allocations Policy Review.  Whilst it is considered premature at this 
stage to outline the changes which will be considered, account will need to be 
taken of the District’s unemployment rate, the number of job vacancies and the 
high number of households who are in receipt of Incapacity Benefit in 
formulating any changes. 

6. Prospective Adopters and Foster Carers 

 (a) Draft Guidance.  Local authorities are asked to “balance the risks” that an application 
to foster or adopt may be unsuccessful (resulting in a property being unoccupied) 
against the wider benefits if a placement is successful. 

  In addition, local authorities are expected to work with children’s services to assist 
Social Services authorities to meet their accommodation duties under the Children Act 
1989.  It is further suggested that an “appropriate balance” could be achieved through 
an annual quota of properties. 

 (b) The Council’s Policy.  The Council’s allocations policy does not make specific 
provisions for prospective adopters or foster carers. 

 (c) Consultation Question 

  14. Are there other ways in which housing authorities can frame their allocation 
scheme to meet the needs of prospective adopters and foster carers? 

   Comment.  The allocation of suitable accommodation to prospective adopters 
and foster carers could be limited to households who have passed the 
necessary tests.  This issue will again be addressed as part of the Council’s 
Allocations Policy Review. 

6. General 

 (a) Draft Guidance.  The draft guidance seeks to explain the “new flexibilities” for the 
allocation of accommodation which have been introduced through the Localism Act 
2011. 

 (b) Council Policy.  The Council’s existing allocations policy will be reviewed as a result of 
the legislative changes and the revised statutory guidance. 

 (c) Consultation Question 

  15. Does the draft guidance provide sufficient clarity on the extent of flexibilities 
available to housing authorities when framing their allocation scheme? 

   Comment.  It is considered that the guidance generally provides clarify on the 
new flexibilities which are available to local authorities.  It is, however, 
considered that the following issue could be further clarified:- 

   * Reasonable Preference Categories (page 22) – Possible indicators of 
the criteria which apply to “unsatisfactory housing” and “medical and 
welfare” grounds of the reasonable preference categories are 
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provided as Annex 2 to the consultation paper.  This guidance is 
welcomed. 

    However, no specific guidance has been provided in relation to the 
“hardship grounds” and an extension of Annex 2 to include this would 
be welcome. 

    In addition, the provision or receipt of care and support is detailed (on 
page 22) as a potential indicator of both “welfare” and “hardship” 
grounds.  It is considered that the indicator should be restricted to one 
category and this should therefore be clarified. 

 


